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THE

SENT “ONES”

IN THE QURAN TESTAMENT
Here, we shall together witness all those “sent Ones” by our supreme Lord in this most special
Chapter “37” --(after we have already thus clearly witnessed all those “sent Ones” by our
supreme Lord in this most special Chapter “26” before this)-- in the Quran Testament, as they
are thus specifically mentioned in succession by our supreme Lord herein now, in the first
place (=37/1-182), and then throughout the Quran Testament each of them are thus mentioned
in a Most Wise and precise manner by Him again, thus also eventually to perfectly give us this
“19” coded, most magnificent “Symmetrical Planning” herein, in this respect now (=74/26-31)!
So let us clearly see and witness here, first of all, each of these “sent Ones” by our supreme Lord
within this most special Chapter “37” here in/of the Quran Testament (=37/1-182), as they are
thus also most Wisely and precisely mentioned again throughout the Quran Testament thereafter
by our supreme Lord --within each of these “Chapter/Verse” no’s-- here thus:

Noah (=Nuuh)
mentioned 33 times in total
4/163
7/69
9/70
10/71
11/32

11/36
11/42
11/45
11/46
11/48

11/89
14/9
17/3
17/17
19/58

22/42
25/37
26/105
26/106
26/116

33/7
37/75
37/79
38/12
40/5

26/161
26/167
27/56
29/26

38/13
50/13
54/33
54/34

66/10

Lot (=Luut)
mentioned 17 times in total
11/70
11/74
11/81
11/89

15/59
15/61
22/43
26/160

40/31
50/12
51/46
53/52
54/9

66/10
71/21
71/26
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the Sent Ones (=al-Mursaleen)
mentioned 24 times in total
2/252
6/34
6/48
7/6

7/77
15/80
18/56
25/20

26/21
26/105
26/123
26/141

26/160
26/176
28/7
28/65

36/3
36/20
37/37
37/123

37/133
37/139
37/171
37/181

4/125
4/163
6/74
6/75
6/83
6/161
9/70
9/114
9/114
11/69
11/74
11/75

11/76
12/6
12/38
14/35
15/51
16/120
16/123
19/41
19/46
19/58
21/51
21/60

21/62
21/69
22/26
22/43
22/78
26/69
29/16
29/31
33/7
37/83
37/104
37/109

38/45
42/13
43/26
51/24
53/37
57/26
60/4
60/4
87/19

14/39
19/49
21/72
29/27
37/112

37/113
38/45

Elijah (=Elias)
mentioned 2 times in total
6/85

37/123

Abraham (=Ibraheem)
mentioned 69 times in total
2/124
2/125
2/125
2/126
2/127
2/130
2/132
2/133
2/135
2/136
2/140
2/258

2/258
2/258
2/260
3/33
3/65
3/67
3/68
3/84
3/95
3/97
4/54
4/125

Isaac (=Is-haaq)
mentioned 17 times in total
2/133
2/136
2/140
3/84
4/163

6/84
11/71
11/71
12/6
12/38
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Moses (=Musaa)
mentioned 136 times in total
2/51
2/53
2/54
2/55
2/60
2/61
2/67
2/87
2/92
2/108
2/136
2/246
2/248
3/84
4/153
4/153
4/164
5/20
5/22
5/24

6/84
6/91
6/154
7/103
7/104
7/115
7/117
7/122
7/127
7/128
7/131
7/134
7/138
7/142
7/142
7/143
7/143
7/144
7/148
7/150

7/154
7/155
7/159
7/160
10/75
10/77
10/80
10/81
10/83
10/84
10/87
10/88
11/17
11/96
11/110
14/5
14/6
14/8
17/2
17/101

17/101
18/60
18/66
19/51
20/9
20/11
20/17
20/19
20/36
20/40
20/49
20/57
20/61
20/65
20/67
20/70
20/77
20/83
20/86
20/88

20/91
21/48
22/44
23/45
23/49
25/35
26/10
26/43
26/45
26/48
26/52
26/61
26/63
26/65
27/7
27/9
27/10
28/3
28/7
28/10

28/15
28/18
28/19
28/20
28/29
28/30
28/31
28/36
28/37
28/38
28/43
28/44
28/48
28/48
28/76
29/39
32/23
33/7
33/69
37/114

37/120
40/23
40/26
40/27
40/37
40/53
41/45
42/13
43/46
46/12
46/30
51/38
53/36
61/5
79/15
87/19

19/28
19/53
20/30

20/70
20/90
20/92

21/48
23/45
25/35

26/13
26/48
28/34

37/114
37/120

Aaron (=Haroon)
mentioned 20 times in total
2/248
4/163
6/84

7/122
7/142
10/75
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Jonah (=Younus)
mentioned 4 times in total
4/163

6/86

10/98

37/139

Elijahs (=Eliaseen)
mentioned 1 times in total
37/130

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Satan (=Shaytanan)
mentioned 2 times in total
4/117

43/36

Baal (=Ba’lan)
mentioned 1 times in total
37/125
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Then let us see now all of those “sent Ones” by our supreme Lord within this most special
Chapter “37” here, as each of them are, first of all, thus specifically mentioned by our
supreme Lord therein (=37/1-182), here thus:
=======
37- No, he has come with the truth and has thus confirmed “the Sent Ones.” (37/37)
123- And certainly Elias was one of “the Sent Ones.” (37/123)
133- And certainly Lot was one of “the Sent Ones.” (37/133)
139- And certainly Jonah was one of “the Sent Ones.” (37/139)
171- Our word is already decreed for Our servants, “the Sent Ones.” (37/171)
181- And peace be upon “the Sent Ones.” (37/181)
***
123- And certainly “Elias” was one of the Sent Ones. (37/123)
=======
So for/in the first section of our Table here, we will thus place these two “sent Ones” by our
supreme Lord in the above Verses, here, first of all, thus:
the Sent Ones (6)
(=al-Mursaleen)
Sent Ones (-)
(=Mursaleen)

the Elijah (-)
(=al-Elias)
Elijah (1)
(=Elias)

*Please, note that because that this “al-Mursaleen” is thus mentioned “six” times in total within this most
special Chapter 37 by our supreme Lord above, we have thus also placed (6) with it, and then thus (1) with
the name of “Elijah” therein above.

=======
75- Thus, “Noah” called upon Us, and We were the best responders. (37/75)
79- Peace be upon “Noah” among the peoples. (37/79)
***
133- And certainly “Lot” was one of the Sent Ones. (37/133)
=======
So now, we will thus place these two “sent Ones” by our supreme Lord in the above Verses,
here, secondly, thus:
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Noah (2)
(=Nuuh)

Lot (1)
(=Luut)

=======
130- Peace be upon “Elijahs!” (37/130)
***
139- And certainly “Jonah” was one of the Sent Ones. (37/139)
=======
So for/in the second section of our Table here, we will thus place these two “sent Ones” by our
supreme Lord in the above Verses, here again, first of all, thus:
Jonah (1)
(=Younus)

Elijahs (1)
(=Eliaseen)

*Please, note that because that this is an exclusive pair above (=i.e. a “singular” name (=Jonah) thus came
together with a “plural” nickname (=Elijahs), we have thus exclusively placed it in reverse order (=i.e.
thus Jonah on the left side first, and Elijahs (=Eliaseen) on the right side thereafter), thus also within a
perfect concordance with that other “plural” attribute: “al-Mursaleen” which was on the left side above,
based on these most critical and basic Verses (=16/101-102) in this regard here again, in the first place.
(So please, also certainly see now “A Fabulous Miracle 1” document, p. 7, thus to clearly recall that
we have thus followed this same most Wise and perfect Instruction of our supreme Lord (=16/101-102)
thus exactly at the same location also therein, in the first place!

=======
114- And We have bestowed Our grace to “Moses” and “Aaron.” (37/114)
120- Peace be upon “Moses” and “Aaron!” (37/120)
=======
So now, we will thus place these two “sent Ones” by our supreme Lord in the above Verses,
here, secondly, thus:
Moses (2)
(=Musaa)

Aaron (2)
(=Haroon)
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=======
83- And from among his descendants was “Abraham.” (37/83)
104- And We called him: O “Abraham," (37/104)
109- Peace be upon “Abraham.” (37/109)
***
112- And We gave him the good news of “Isaac,” … (37/112)
113- And We blessed him and “Isaac.” (37/113)
=======
So now, we will thus place these two “sent Ones” by our supreme Lord in the above Verses,
here, lastly, thus:
Abraham (3)
(=Ibraheem)

Isaac (2)
(=Is-haaq)

=======
7- And to guard against every rebellious “Satan.” (37/7)
***
125- Will you still call on “Baal” and forsake the best Creator? (37/125)
=======
So now, we will thus place these two “ousted Ones” by our supreme Lord in the above Verses,
based on these most fundamental and basic Verses (=74/28-30) in this regard here again,
--on the left side & on the right side-- under our Table, here thus:
----------------------------Satan (1)
(=Shaytanan)

-----------------------------Baal (1)
(=Ba’lan)
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So now, let us remember here those most critical and basic Verses in the Quran Testament,
wherein our supreme Lord profoundly describes and thus unmistakably informs us about this
most wonderful “19” coded, “Symmetrical Planning,” now also in this regard, thus:
====================
23- Al-lah has sent down the nicest Utterance as a Written Document, consisting of similar
--all of those “sent Ones” herein now-- in pairs/twoers (=mutashaabehan mathaanea)!
** We shall see on the next pages in this regard all of those “sent Ones” by our supreme Lord within this
most special Chapter “37,” as each of them are thus most Wisely and precisely mentioned again by Almighty
an exact number of times in the whole Quran Testament, whereby He shall eventually thus grant us these
similar (=mutashaabehan) perfect “2 and 3” pairs/twoers (=mathaanea) therein, again thus:

the Sent Ones (6)
(=al-Mursaleen)
Sent Ones (-)
(=Mursaleen)

&

the Elijah (-)
(=al-Elias)
Elijah (1)
(=Elias)

.........

&

.........

Jonah (1)
(=Younus)

&

Elijahs (1)
(=Eliaseen)

.........

&

.........

.........

&

.........

The skins of those who reverence their Lord cringe therefrom, then their skins and their hearts do
soften to -this- Commemoration (=Dhekr) of Al-lah!
This is also the Guidance (=Hudaa) of Al-lah, He guides with it whomever He wills;
but whomever Al-lah makes stray (because of their own betrayal here; 2/26-27), there will be
no Guide for them -thereafter!
(Quran Testament 39/23)
====================
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====================
26- So (now) I will get him into Uprooter!
27- And what made you know what an Uprooter!
-----------------------------------It does not let-last,

--------------------------------------and It does not let-stay,

(thereafter, it presents)
------------------------------Tables
------------------------------for the humanity.
30-

Upon it (there shall be) “19!”

** We shall see on the next pages in this regard those “defective” (because they belong to a rebellious Satan, and a
worthless Statue therein) these two “ousted Ones” therein:
------------------------------------------Satan (1)
(=Shaytanan)

&

--------------------------------------------Baal (1)
(=Ba’lan)

which will therefore thus together absolutely be excluded & eliminated therein, on both sides, by this heavenly
Uprooter (=Saqara) system; and then it shall thus definitely present to us all of those “2 & 3” pairs of rightfully
“sent Ones” by our supreme Lord, within this most special Chapter “37” of the Quran Testament, as we have seen
previously, within perfect Tables (=Levvaahatun), as all of them are precisely coded by number “19” therein,
on both sides again, just as it has thus most Wisely been pointed out by our supreme Lord in the above Verses,
thereafter!

31- And We did not make the guardians of the Fire except Angels; and We did not make their
number (=19) except as a Test for the disbelievers; thus
= those who were given the Scripture (=Jews, Christians, Arabs) herein may attain certainty,
and the Believers may augment belief,
= those who were given the Scripture (=Jews, Christians, Arabs), and (all) the Believers
hereby shall not doubt,
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= but those in whose hearts (there is) an illness, and the disbelievers herein shall say:
What is it that Al-lah -really- intended by this allegory (=the allegory that has thus already
been cited in the above 26-30th Verses)? Al-lah thus makes stray (=yudellu) with it whomever
He wills (because of their own betrayal again; 2/26), and guides (=yahdee) with it whomever
He wills (because of their own loyalty and sincerity; 13/27).
And none knows the armies of your Lord except He; and “It” (=that “Uprooter” thus cited in the
above 26-30th Verses again) is but a Commemorative (=Dhekraa) for the humanity!
(Quran Testament 74/26-31)
** We must have thus already clearly perceived the very close relation between these Verses (74/26-31)
and this Verse (39/23) we have previously seen, through the very critical keywords herein such as Commemorative
(=Dhekraa), Commemoration (=Dhekr), and then guides (=yahdee), and makes stray (=yudellu) thus used and
emphasized in both of these specific Verses, whereby Almighty thus basically and exactly signals to us herein
this same most miraculous “19” coded, “Symmetrical Planning” again, in the Quran Testament! (so please,
certainly also see again here Quran Testament 39/23 = 74/26-31 in this regard.)

====================

So after we have thus clearly remembered and seen again these most critical and basic
Verses in the Quran Testament, in this respect (39/23 = 74/26-31), we can thereafter together
immediately witness here this “19” coded, most astounding “Fabulous Miracle,” manifestly,
now thus:
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total number
of occurrences

total number
of occurrences

the Sent Ones (6)
(=al-Mursaleen)
Sent Ones (0)
(=Mursaleen)

24

0

0

2

Noah (2)
(=Nuuh)

33

17

_____________

the Elijah (0)
(=al-Elias)
Elijah (1)
(=Elias)

Lot (1)
(=Luut)

_____________

19x 19x
…

…

Jonah (1)
(=Younus)

4

1

Elijahs (1)
(=Eliaseen)

Moses (2)
(=Musaa)

136

20

Aaron (2)
(=Haroon)

Abraham (3)
(=Ibraheem)

69

17

Isaac (2)
(=Is-haaq)

_____________

_____________

19 19
x…

x…

===========================================================
Satan (1)
(=Shaytanan)

2

1

Baal (1)
(=Ba’lan)
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** First of all, we should certainly notice here that on our above Table we have thus rightfully taken into
account these two “Nuuh – Luutan” (37/75, 79 & 37/133) sent Ones therein, as within “Nuuh – Luut”
(not “Nuuhan – Luutan”) forms throughout the Quran Testament, in the first place;
and then we have thus rightfully taken into account these two “Shaytan – Ba’lan” (37/7 & 37/125)
ousted Ones therein, as “Shaytanan – Ba’lan” (not “Shaytan – Ba’l”) forms throughout the Quran
Testament thereafter, thus --in an exact (because the first pair above are thus Righteous, and the latter are
Unrighteous) opposite manner-- thus perfectly parallel and absolutely complementary manner,
by/in accordance with this most Wise and perfect Instruction of our supreme Lord here in this regard
again (28/68 = 33/36), in the first place.
** Secondly, we should certainly notice here that on our above Table we have thus rightfully taken into
account these two exclusively “plural” attributes:
130- “Peace” be upon “Elijahs” (=Eliaseen)! (37/130)
181- “Peace” be upon “the Sent Ones” (=al-Mursaleen)! (37/181)
thus in a perfectly parallel and absolutely complementary manner, by the most Wise and perfect
“signaling” of our supreme Lord here, in the first place. And then we have thus rightfully taken into
account these two “Eliaseen – Mursaleen” (37/130 & 37/181) attributes therein, thus exactly as within
“Eliaseen – Mursaleen” (not “Eliasuun – Mursaluun”) forms throughout the Quran Testament here
again (28/68 = 33/36), in the first place.
** Thirdly, we should also certainly notice here that our supreme Lord by thus specifically introducing
all of His servants as within/under this exactly same title herein:
=======
107- Noah said to them: Certainly, I am an honest “Sent One” (=Rasool) to you. (26/107)
125- Hood said to them: Certainly, I am an honest “Sent One” (=Rasool) to you. (26/125)
.……….
123- And certainly, Elias was one of “the Sent Ones” (=al-Mursaleen). (37/123)
133- And certainly, Lot was one of “the Sent Ones” (=al-Mursaleen). (37/133)
…..
181- So peace be upon (all) “the Sent Ones” (=al-Mursaleen). (37/181)

……….
=======
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thus several times within each of these most special Chapter/Sura “26,” and then Chapter/Sura “37,”
has thus also most clearly and unmistakably pointed out beforehand to us that there was thus certainly
hidden such a perfectly parallel “Secret” thus to be discovered on/about all of these “sent Ones”
within these --from textural/structural standpoint basically very similar/identical-- two most special
Chapters/Suras “26” & “37,” in the first place!
So our supreme Lord by thus most Graciously and Benevolently letting us to discover now that
“19” coded, most superb “Symmetrical Miracle” of all of those “sent Ones” in that Chapter/Sura “26”
(which consists of two sections, as “2” and “3” pairs therein), (please, see “A Fabulous Miracle 1”
document before this in this respect now), and then this “19” coded, most superb “Symmetrical Miracle”
of all of these “sent Ones” in this Chapter/Sura “37” (which consists of two sections, as “2” and “3” pairs
herein again!) has thus granted us a most astounding, superbly wonderful and absolutely magnificent
--perfectly complementary--“twin/double” Miracles here again! (=57/28)

** Fourthly, we should certainly notice here that on our above Table we have thus rightfully taken into
account these two “exclusive” names (=i.e. with a “definite article” herein) within the first section, thus
in the first row, as:
the Sent Ones
(=al-Mursaleen)
Sent Ones
(=Mursaleen)

the Elijah
(=al-Elias)
Elijah
(=Elias)

as we have thus rightfully taken into account these two “exclusive” names (=i.e. with a “definite article”
therein) within the second section, thus in the first row therein again, as:
the Spirit
(=al-Rooh)
Spirit
(=Rooh/Roohan)

the Righteous
(=al-Saleh)
Righteous
(=Saleh/Salehan)

thus in a perfectly parallel and absolutely complementary manner here again,
thus within these “A Fabulous Miracle 1” and then “A Fabulous Miracle 2” documents, in the first place!
** Last of all, we should certainly notice here that on our above Table we have thus --(based on these
most fundamental and basic Verses in this regard here again: 74/28-30)-- thus rightfully excluded and
eliminated these two “ousted Ones” (=i.e. “Satan” and “Baal”) herein, underneath our Table above,
as we have --thus in an exactly similar manner-- rightfully excluded and eliminated those two “ousted
Ones” (=i.e. “Pharaoh” and “Lucifer”) therein, within “A Fabulous Miracle 1” document before this,
underneath our Table above therein, thus in a perfectly parallel and absolutely complementary manner
here again, by the most Wise, flawless and perfect Commandment of our supreme Lord here again
(=74/26-31), in the first place!
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So let us also see here now these related most significant and miraculous Prophecies of
prophet Moses, and David, and Muhammad (peace be upon each of them), in this respect, here
thus:
*******
19- Prophet David said: Open for me --(here thus specifically “19” coded)-- gates of
Righteousness; I will enter them and thank God.
20- This is --(thus again “19” coded)-- Gate of God; the righteous shall enter through it!
21- I thank You, (O God), for You have answered me; and You have been for me a Salvation.
22- The “Stone” despised by the builders (=thus a reference to “Quran” which was sent down
to prophet Muhammad (pbuh), the honorable ancestor of this “Messenger of the Covenant,”
in Literary and Metaphorical sense therein) has become the “CornerStone” (=thus a reference
here to this “Quran Testament” which is given to this “Messenger of the Covenant,” the long
awaited and anticipated (Messiah and Mahdee) descendant of prophet David and Muhammad
(peace be upon both of them) now, as a new Scripture by/from AL-LAH in Mathematical and
Scientific sense herein.) (So please, also and certainly see again Quran Testament, Introduction
part in this respect now.)
23- This has been done by God; and it is wondrous in our eyes!
24- This is the Day (=i.e. Millennium) God has made; let us rejoice and be glad in it.
25- Please, O God, then --on the left side of those “19” coded Tables above-- save (us) now;
please, O God, then --on the right side of those “19” coded Tables above-- help (us) now!
26- Blessed is he (=a reference again to this “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant,” the long
awaited and anticipated descendant of prophet David and Muhammad; peace be upon both of
them) who comes (as His promised servant here) under the Name of God; we (=all honorable
Prophets therein, by their most miraculous Prophecies here, and thus from within their specific
places on those “19” coded Tables above now) thus bless you from the House of God!
(Psalms 118/19-26)
*******
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=======
18- GOD said to Moses: I will raise up an “Informer” (=thus a most specific reference to this
Messiah descendant of prophet David, i.e. this long awaited and anticipated
“Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant” here now; Psalms 118/19-26)-- from among
their brethren, like you, and I will put --so now, thus on those “19” coded Tables here,
--on that left side-My “Words”
in his mouth, and he shall thus speak to them all that I command him.
19- And it shall come about that whoever will not listen to --so now, thus on those “19” coded
Tables here,
--on that right side-My “Words”
which he shall thus speak in My Name, I Myself will require it of him!
(Torah, Deut. 18/18-19)
1- Prophet Moses said: So now, O Israel, listen to --so now, thus also on those “19” coded Tables
here, on that left side-- the “Laws,” and --on that right side-- the “Rules” which I am about to
--(thus specifically through this long awaited and anticipated Messiah descendant of prophet
David, i.e. this “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant” here again; Psalms 118/19-26)-teach you to perform, so that you may live and go in and take possession of the Land which
the LORD, the God of your parents, is giving you!
2- So you shall not --so now, thus also on those “19” coded Tables here again, on that left side-add to the “Word” which I am commanding you, nor --on that right side-- take away from it,
that you may thus keep the --“19” coded-- “Commandments” of the LORD your God --(Psalms
118/19-26)-- which I thus command you --(thus specifically through this long awaited and
anticipated Messiah descendant of prophet David, i.e. this “Messenger/MESSAGE of the
Covenant” here again, in the first place; Deuteronomy 18/18-19)!
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3- So your eyes have seen what the LORD has done in the case of Baal Peor, for all the people
who followed --so now, thus also on those “19” coded Tables here, within that lower region,
on that right side------------------------------“Baal”
at Peor,
the LORD your God has thus destroyed them from among you!
4- But you who --so now, thus also on those “19” coded Tables here again, within that upper
region, on that left side & on that right side-- held fast to the LORD your God (thus together
with)
“Moses,”
------------------------------

and “Aaron”
--------------------------------

(therein) are thus alive today, every one of you!
(Torah, Deut. 4/1-4)
7- Prophet David said: He is the LORD our God; His --“19” coded-- “Judgements” are in all
the earth! (So please, also certainly see “Universal Magnificent Miracles” document now, in this
regard, in the first place.)
8- He has remembered His “Covenant” forever. The --“19” coded-- “Word” (please,
remember again now, in this regard: Deut. 18/18-19 = Psalms 118/19-26, in the first place)
which He has thus commanded to/for numerous generations!
9- The “Covenant” which He has made with --so now, thus also on those “19” coded
Tables here,
--on that left side-“Abraham,”

and His “Oath” to
--on that right side-“Isaac!”
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10- Then He has thus confirmed it to “Jacob” --so now, thus also on those “19” coded Tables
here, on that left side-- for a “Law,” and to “Israel” --on that right side-- as an everlasting
“Covenant!”
11- Saying: To you I will give the “Land” of Canaan (so please, see now “A Festive Miracle,”
and then “A Tasteful Miracle” document, thus to clearly witness this abundantly “fruitful” Land,
flowing with “Milk” and “Honey” herein now; Torah, Deut. 6/3, 31/7) as the portion of your
“Inheritance!”
(Psalms 105/7-11)
1- For behold, the day is coming, burning like a furnace; and all the “arrogant” --so now,
regarding those “19” coded Tables here, against that left side,-- and every “evildoer” --against
that right side-- will be chaff; and the day that is coming will set them ablaze, says the LORD of
hosts, so that it will leave them neither root nor branch!
2- But for you who fear My Name; the --“19” coded-- Sun of “Righteousness” will thus rise with
healing --so now, thus on those “19” coded Tables here, on that left side & on that right side-in its “two wings;” and you will go forth and skip about like calves from the stall!
3- And you will tread down --so now, thus on those “19” coded Tables here, within that lower
region-- the “wicked” (=i.e. “Satan” and “Baal” and their followers therein now) and they will
thus be “ashes” under the soles of your --on that left side & on that right side, within that lower
region-- “two-feet” (therein), on the day which I am preparing,” says the LORD of hosts!
4- Remember the --“19” coded-- “Law” of Moses MY Servant, and --so now, thus also on those
“19” coded Tables here again, on that left side-- the “Decrees,” and --on that right side-the “Ordinances” which I have thus commanded him in Horeb for all Israel!
5- Behold, I am going to send you --so now, thus on those “19” coded Tables here, on that right
side-- “Elijah” the prophet before the coming of the great and terrible day of the LORD.
6- So he will thus restore --so now, thus on those “19” coded Tables here again, on that left side
& on that right side-the hearts of the “parents”
to their “children,”

and the hearts of the “children”
to their “parents,”
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but if not, I will come and smite the Land (of Israel) with a curse!
(Torah, Malachi 4/1-4)
=========
(*So please, certainly also see in this regard now: Quran Testament 17/4-8, in the first place!)
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*******
1- Prophet Muhammad said to those believers around him: So those who are present here now
must deliver (my Words) to those absent here now. Because those who are present here now
may thus deliver (my Words) ultimately (=especially in that Last Day/Millennium, at the time of
coming of his Mahdee descendant, i.e. this “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant” here again;
please, see in this respect now: Quran, A.Imraan 81 = Ahzaab 7-8, and also all those related
most miraculous Prophecies of prophet Muhammad thereafter, within “A Supernal Miracle”
document, p. 20-22 now, in the first place) to the one who will thus be “more capable of
understanding them” than those here!
Then prophet Muhammad thus said therein twice: No doubt;
Haven't I thus conveyed this message of Allah --so now, thus on those “19” coded Tables here,
for/on that left side-- to you!
Haven't I thus conveyed this message of Allah --so now, thus on those “19” coded Tables here,
for/on that right side-- to you!
(from Bukhari)
*******
=======
1- Prophet Muhammad said: Noah will be called on the Day of Resurrection and he will say:
I have --so now, thus also on those “19” coded Tables here, with regard to that left side-obeyed, and --with regard to that right side-- submitted (to You), O my Lord!
Allah will say: So did you convey the Message? Noah will say: Yes!
His nation will then be asked: Did he convey the Message to you? They will say: No Warner
came to us! Then Allah will say (to Noah): Then who will bear witness in your favor now?
He will say: Muhammad and his followers! So they will testify that he thus conveyed the
Message (above)! And the “Apostle” (=thus a most specific reference to this long awaited and
anticipated Mahdee descendant of prophet Muhammad, i.e. this “Messenger/MESSAGE of
the Covenant” here now) will thus be a witness among yourselves! And that is what is meant by
the Statement of Allah:
We have made of you --so now, thus on those “19” coded Tables here, on that left side-a “just,” and --on that right side-- an “equitable” people that you may thus be witnesses among
mankind; and the “Apostle” (=thus a most specific reference to this long awaited and anticipated
Mahdee descendant of prophet Muhammad herein again now) will thus be a witness among
yourselves!
(from Bukhari)
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2- Prophet Muhammad praised Allah therein; and then mentioned about Messiah Dajjal (=Anti
Christ) and described him clearly, saying: Allah did not send any Prophet but he definitely
warned his nation about Messiah Dajjal (=Anti Christ)!
So --now, thus also on those “19” coded Tables here again,
--on that left side-“Noah,”
--on that right side-all “Prophets”
following him (therein) thus warned (their people) about him! He will appear amongst you (O
mankind), and if it happens that some of his traits may be hidden from you, then (surely know
that) your Lord's State is clear to you and not hidden from you.
The Prophet said it “thrice” (=i.e. thus specifically on account of those “three” sections of our
“19” coded Tables above now)! So verily, your Lord is not blind in one eye (=i.e. our Lord
thus perfectly sees (thus absolutely in “figurative” sense herein) with His “Two Eyes” and thus
most Wisely and superbly creates all those “three” sections of this “19” coded, “Symmetrical
Miracles” above now); while he (=Messiah Dajjal) is (thus exclusively in “figurative” sense
herein) blind in the “right eye” which looks like a grape bulging out of its cluster (=i.e. he and
all his followers will thus crookedly see with his “(hugely bewildered) one eye,” and will thus
most foolishly and deliberately attempt to distort all those “three” sections of this “19” coded,
“Symmetrical Miracles,” –thus most specifically on one side above now; so please, also
certainly see in this regard now: “A Redeeming Miracle” document, p. 20-21, 29, in the first
place, and then thus also Quran Testament 5/41 & 13/33 & …)!
No doubt, Allah has made your blood and your properties --so now, thus also on those
“19” coded Tables here again, on that left side & on that right side-- sacred to “one another”
like the sanctity of this day of yours, in this town of yours, in this month of yours!
The Prophet added: No doubt! Haven't I thus conveyed Allah's Message to you? They said: Yes!
Then the Prophet said “thrice” (=i.e. thus specifically on account of those “three” sections of our
“19” coded Tables above again now): O Allah! (Please), be (affirming) Witness for it!
Then the Prophet added: Woe to you! So do not become --so now, by thus acting (in such a
deliberate “Dajjalic” fashion) “blindly,” hostilely and crookedly against those “19” coded Tables
above, on that left side & on that right side-- such “disbelievers” after my departure, by cutting
the necks of “one another” (therein now)!
(from Bukhari)
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3- Narrated Zainab bint Jahsh: That the Prophet Muhammad once came to her in a state of fear
and said: None has the right to be worshipped but Allah! So woe unto the “Arabs” from a danger
that has come near! For an opening has been made in the wall of --so now, thus also on those
“19” coded Tables here, on that left side-- “Gog,” and --on that right side-- “Magog” like this,
making a circle with his thumb and index finger. (So please, certainly see in this regard now:
“An Outstanding Miracle” document, p. 13, 16, and 24, in the first place!)
Zainab bint Jahsh said: O Allah's Apostle! Shall we (=i.e. those “Arabs” again) be punished then,
even though there are pious ones among us?
Prophet Muhammad said: Yes, when/if the evil ones --who will thus act “blindly,” hostilely and
crookedly now, against those “19” coded Tables above, on that left side & on that right side-increase (amongst you)!
(from Bukhari)
(*So please, certainly also see in this regard now: Quran Testament 9/97-99, in the first place!)
=========
**(And we should also certainly remember here that prophet Muhammad (pbuh) by emphasizing
his prayers specifically for “19” consecutive days, and then by participating specifically in
“19” holy wars against those aggressive and hostile pagan Arabs therein (please, see Bukhari)
has thus bequeathed these two number “19” --for/on the left side & for/on the right side above-to his long awaited and anticipated Mahdee descendant here again, in the first place!)
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So finally, let us also certainly see now these related most critical and important Verses in the
Quran Testament, in this respect, here thus:
=======
33- Then, on that Day --(if they do not truly repent and thus immediately and sincerely return
to Al-lah here; 3/88-89 before it may thus be too late then here; 4/17-18)-- they will
(consequently) all share in the retribution.
34- For this is how We deal with the criminals.
35- Because when it is said to them (now): There is no “God” (=i.e. the one and only “Authority” who
can thus absolutely prescribe “Judgments” (=Hukm) and will thus absolutely be obeyed and “Praised” (=Hamd)
thereby; 28/70) except Al-lah, they arrogantly oppose it.

36- And they say: Shall we leave our “gods” (=i.e. their false “authorities” who themselves thus prescribe
“Judgments” (=Hukm) in the Name of Al-lah, or in the name of themselves, and thus also expect to absolutely be
obeyed and “Praised” thereby; 9/31 & 25/43 & …) because of (the Admonition of) --so now, thus

on those “19” coded Tables here, due to that left side-- (such) a “poet,” --due to that right side-(such) a “possessed one?”
37- No, he (=i.e. this long awaited and anticipated “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant”
here again now) has (thus) come with the “Truth” (=thus a most specific reference to this
“19” coded, “Symmetrical Miracle,” which is also thus specifically called the “Truth” here,
by our supreme Lord, in the first place; 39/23, 41 = 74/31), and has thus confirmed --on that left
side & on that right side-- (all) those “Sent Ones” (above)!
(Quran Testament 37/33-37)
167- But they are still saying:
168- If we (really) received a “Commemoration” (=thus a most specific indication to this
“19” coded, “Symmetrical Miracle” which is also thus specifically called a “Commemoration”
here again, by our supreme Lord, in the first place; 39/23 = 74/31) from the previous
(Messages/Messengers),
169- We would certainly be the devoted servants of Al-lah (here, now)!
170- So they have (thus) rejected it (now). Then they will soon know --(the consequences
thereof; 21/1-2)!
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171- Our word is already decreed for Our servants, (all) those “Sent-Ones” (above)!
172- So certainly, they will --so now, thus also on those “19” coded Tables above,
on that left side-- be the Victors!
173- And certainly, Our army will --so now, thus also on those “19” coded Tables above,
on that right side-- be the Winners!
174- So turn away (now) from them for awhile.
175- And observe them; for they will see --(the consequences of their ignorant and arrogant
rejection of the left side of those “19” coded Tables above)!
176- Do they still seek to hasten Our retribution (herein; 44/10-16)?
177- Then, when it descends unto their territory, miserable will be the morning of those
who have thus sufficiently been warned.
178- So turn away (now) from them for awhile.
179- And observe; for they will see --(the consequences of their ignorant and arrogant
rejection of the right side of those “19” coded Tables above)!
180- Glory be to your Lord, the great Lord; far above their claims (21/2-4 & …).
181- So peace be upon (all) those “Sent Ones” --now, thus also on that left side & on that right
side of those “19” coded Tables above!
182- And praise be to Al-lah, the Lord of the multitudes!
(Quran Testament 37/167-182)
=======
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So let Peace and eternal Serenity be again upon all those righteous believers (from among
the Jews, Christians, Arabs, and all the Peoples) herein, who --after those hugely significant
two fundamental miraculous “Awesome” holy Plannings, as we have manifestly witnessed them
in our first two most critical documents-- will also hearken thereafter to this thirty-fifth
most critical and astounding -second- “Fabulous” holy Planning herein, in this Final Age,
and so thereafter shall wholeheartedly sit and also work on this, and thus witness and personally
verify this too, with their own ears and eyes and minds herein, for our own eternal Salvation
and benefits in the sight of Almighty, forever! (please, also certainly see again now the
Quran Testament 39/23, 33-35 & 74/26-40 in this regard.)

Metin/Messenger of the Covenant

